Addressing Challenging
Behaviors
Please note, this Micro-credential should be completed ONLY if you currently
have a student who is exhibiting challenging behaviors.

Competency
Educator demonstrates an understanding and application of multiple strategies
when addressing challenging behaviors to meet the needs of all learners.

Key Method
The educator understands how to address challenging behaviors by analyzing
particular situations dealing with an individual student and matching them to an
appropriate strategy. In collaboration with other adults, as needed, the educator
formulates a plan to guide the learner in making positive choices in the future.

Method Components
Successfully addressing challenging student behaviors begins with establishing a
strong relationship with each learner. Knowing what students value, how they
learn best, and the reasons that they shut out learning can be used to support
them in staying focused on academics.When faced with challenging behaviors
from students, the educator should first realize that such behaviors are not
personal. They may stem from family issues, peer issues, or other
non-school-related problems faced by the learner. If child abuse is suspected, each
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state has specific laws and requirements with which each educator should be
familiar.
When faced with challenging behavior, first make certain that the situation is safe
for anyone around. Call for assistance, if appropriate. Stay calm and try to
de-escalate with a quiet, respectful voice. If possible, talk privately with the student
to avoid shaming him or her. Document what has occurred in a secure way.
If a behavior is recurring, consider creating a behavior management plan and
getting input from parents, the school counselor, principals, and other educators
involved in the student’s life.
For more specific strategies, refer to the Resources section.
For our purposes, a challenging behavior situation involves a classroom event that
is severe, may occur once or recur, and interrupts both teaching and learning for a
significant amount of time.
As an example:
EXAMPLE Scenario: Imagine that you are an educator in your current grade
level. It is the end of the school day, and you are outside monitoring
students as they wait for the bus to arrive. You hear some students shouting
and you turn to see several of them pointing in the direction of an
altercation between one of the students in your class and a younger
student. The older student appears to be very angry and is holding a rock
over the head of the younger student, who is seated and appears afraid.

Supporting Research
Evertson, C.M., & Weinstein, C.S. (2013). Handbook of classroom management:
Research, practice, and contemporary issues. New York, NY: Routledge.
https://www.academia.edu/823019/Handbook_of_classroom_management_Rese
arch_practice_and_contemporary_issues
Marzano, R.J., & Marzano, J.S. (2003). The Key to Classroom Management.
Alexandria, VA: ASCD. Retrieved
http://educationalleader.com/subtopicintro/read/ASCD/ASCD_280_2.pdf
Marzano, R., & Marzano, J. (2021, June 29). The Key to Classroom Management.
ASCD. https://www.ascd.org/el/articles/the-key-to-classroom-management
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Project Ideal. (2013). Classroom Management Introduction.
http://www.projectidealonline.org/v/classroom-management-introduction/

Resources
Classroom Management Strategies for Difficult Students
Classroom management strategies for specific issues
Classroom Management: Working with Parents
Multi-tiered System of Support Getting Started
Multi-tiered System of Support
Sample data collection form to document behavioral issues
Setting SMART Goals
Strategies to Support Student Goal Setting in the Classroom
The Role of Educators in Preventing and Responding to Child Abuse and Neglect
Twenty Classroom Management Strategies and Techniques

Submission Guidelines & Evaluation Criteria
For our purposes, a challenging behavior situation involves a classroom event that
is severe, may occur once or recur, and interrupts both teaching and learning for a
significant amount of time.
To earn the micro-credential, you must receive a passing score in Parts 1 and 3,
and be proficient for all components in Part 2.
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Part 1. Overview Questions (Provides Context)
300 to 500 words
Describe your current philosophy when responding to challenging classroom
behaviors. Respond to the following in your description:
▪ How does your personal beliefs about behavior impact your perspective of
student behaviors in your classroom and how does this impact your
practice? Are there any aspects of your perspective about student behavior
that need to be further explored or considered?
▪ What background information is important to know to understand the
context of your classroom? Consider things such as grade level, subject area,
any relevant cultural information, and special considerations regarding
student characteristics. Be mindful not to reveal anything confidential about
a student.
▪ How do you currently respond to challenging behaviors?
▪ How successful has this response been?
Passing: Educator response addresses all required components as outlined.

Part 2. Work Examples/Artifacts/Evidence
To earn this micro-credentials please submit the following three artifacts as
evidence of your learning.
*Please do not include any information that will make you or your students
identifiable to your reviewers.
Artifact 1: : Real-Life Example and Analysis
Word count 300-500
Identify and describe a challenging behavior situation you are currently
experiencing with a student in your classroom. Respond to the following in your
description.
● What was the situation?
● What do you think the root causes of the situation were?
● What was your initial response?
● What strategy(ies) did you set in motion?
● Why did you choose these responses?
● How did these responses affect the student(s)? (did they escalate or
de-escalate the situation?)
● How did you facilitate the resumption of teaching and learning?
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●
●

If given the chance, what might you do differently?
What plan might you implement if this situation were to happen again?

Artifact 2: Goal and Action Plan
Set a SMART goal to address a challenging behavior that is currently interfering
with the learning cycle in your room. (See Method Components for example) Once
you have decided on your SMART goal, create an action plan to support reaching
this goal in addressing challenging behavior. The action plan should be tied
directly to your goal and should include the following:
● a timeline
● teaching/classroom management strategies to try
● support needed (financial/time/other?)
● professional learning
● research
● self-directed learning that you will undertake
Explain how these action steps will help you meet your goals.
Artifact 3: SMART Goal and Action Plan Analysis
Four to six weeks after implementing your SMART Goal Action Plan, please analyze
the results. Your analysis should include the following:
● Challenging behavior you were trying to address
● Strategies used
● Did you meet your goal?
○ If not, how close were you?
○ What adjustments could you make to achieve success?
● Did you implement your plan with fidelity? If not, what interfered?
● Other information you feel is important to the results of you plan

Part 2. Rubric
Artifact

Proficient

Basic

Developing

Artifact 1
Real-life
Example
and Analysis

Response is concise,
thoughtful, and
addresses all
questions as outlined
in section
requirements.

Response is fairly
concise, thoughtful, and
addresses some of the
questions as outlined in
section requirements.

Response is not
concise, thoughtful,
and addresses none
questions as outlined
in section
requirements.

Artifact 2
SMART Goal

The goal is SMART
(specific, measurable,

The goal is missing
some elements of

The goal is not SMART
(specific, measurable,
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and Action
Plan

attainable, relevant to
the educator, and
time bound) and
addresses
challenging student
behavior.

SMART (specific,
measurable, attainable,
relevant to the educator,
and time bound) and
addresses challenging
student behavior.

attainable, relevant to
the educator, and
time bound) and does
not address
challenging student
behavior.

The action plan
contains all required
elements and is
designed to support
the educator in
reaching the SMART
goal.

The action plan contains
some required elements
and is designed to
support the educator in
reaching the SMART
goal.

The action plan
contains none of the
required elements and
is designed to support
the educator in
reaching the SMART
goal.

Artifact 3
SMART Goal
and
Action Plan
Analysis

Analysis is concise,
thoughtful, and
addresses all
questions as outlined
in the section
requirements.

Analysis is concise,
thoughtful, and
addresses some of the
questions as outlined in
the section
requirements.

Analysis is not concise,
thoughtful, and
addresses none of the
questions as outlined
in the section
requirements.

Presentation

Writing is well
organized.
Grammatical errors
are minor in nature
and do not affect the
reader’s
understanding.

Writing is well
organized.
Grammatical errors are
minor in nature and do
not affect the reader’s
understanding.

Writing is organized.
Grammatical errors
are significant in
nature and impede
the reader’s
understanding.

Part 3 Reflection
350-5050
Use the word count as a guide to write a personal reflection about your work on this
micro-credential. For tips on writing a good reflection review the following resource:
How Do I Write a Good Personal Reflection?
Please do not include any information that will make you identifiable to your reviewers.
Please reflect on your professional learning as you completed this micro-credential. Be
sure to address the following questions in your response:
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1.

How has this process affected your current classroom practice related to
addressing challenging behaviors?
2. How has your learning from working on this micro-credential going to impact
your future classroom practice related to addressing challenging behaviors?
3. How might you share your discoveries about addressing challenging behaviors
with your professional colleagues?
4. In addition to working on your SMART goal, what do you still hope to accomplish
or learn about in the area of addressing challenging classroom behaviors?
Passing: The response addresses all guiding questions with descriptions that relate to
the educator’s current setting.
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